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ARBMIDAS (AMIDAS) Token in the ARBITRUM ONE ecosystem. 
$ARBMIDAS token can be used for staking on the POS 
platform to earn rewards in $OTHER Token. It can also 
be used on the NFT platform to farm and earn $OTHER 
Token. The ARBMIDAS token has an AntiBot contract. 
 

The $ARBMIDAS Token will never be rewarded or earned. 
The team only wants to sell a small amount of SEED 
tokens to start building the project. This action helps 
control the dumping price when the token is added to 
liquidity on the Dex. Additionally, the token has an 
Antibot feature. 
 

$ARBTOKEN (AMIDAS) has plans to add liquidity to a few 
DEX exchanges, open a few staking token pools, and 
introduce NFT staking. 
 

The total supply of $ARBMIDAS (AMIDAS) tokens is 
10,000,000,000. Due to the rapid growth of the crypto 
market, the team wants to stay with the trend and build 
a strong project with a solid community. They plan to 
mint some ARBMIDAS tokens on other chains, for example, 
minting 1,000,000,000 tokens on a new chain and sending 
the same number of tokens to a dead wallet on the 
arbitrum chain. This action maintains the same total 
supply of 10,000,000,000 ARBMIDAS tokens. 
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$ARBMIDAS (AMIDAS) 
 
$ARBMIDAS  
TAX: 2% [1% Marketing, 1% auto-liquidity]  
 
Total supply: 10 000 000 000 
 
Owner token: 10% (90% will be locked for 3 years) 
TEAM: 10% (50% will be locked for 1 year) 
MARKETING: 10% 
ARB BUY: 30% (reward staking pool) 
SEED: 0.00244% 
LIQUIDITY: 39.99756% 
 

 
  



** BUILD WEBSITE- ARBMIDAS TOKEN [COMPLETE] 
** BUILD DISCORD [COMPLETE] 
** BUILD TELEGRAM [COMPLETE] 
** BUILD TELEGRAM (China) [COMPLETE] 
** BUILD TWITTER [COMPLETE] 
** BUILD GITHUB [COMPLETE] 
** BUILD LINKEDIN [COMPLETE] 
** BUILD OPENSEA [COMPLETE] 
** BUILD Website ARBMIDAS NFT [COMPLETE] 
** PASS AUDIT SOLIDPROOF [COMPLETE] 
** LISTING ON Panackeswap [COMPLETE] 
** Liquidity Lock on FlokiFi (1 year) [COMPLETE] 
  



1. Definition: Arbmidas token will be used for Trading 
and Staking. 

2. Functionality: Arbmidas will be listed on 
decentralized exchanges. 

3. Value proposition: Arbmidas is built on the 
Arbitrum chain, resulting in lower transaction fees 
compared to the Ethereum chain. 

4. Tokenomics: Arbmidas token is sold as only 
0.0049756% of the total supply of 10 billion tokens, 
meaning a very small percentage will be dumped after 
listing on Dex. 

5. Use cases: Provide examples of real-world 
applications where utility tokens are being 
effectively used, such as decentralized finance 
(DeFi) platforms, real investments, content 
creation, and new ad networks. 

6. Future outlook: Offer insights into the future 
prospects of utility tokens and how they might 
evolve in response to technological advancements or 
changing market dynamics. 


